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My Reclaimed Life Finding Peace
In Isaiah 26:3, the Bible promises that God “will keep in perfect peace those whose minds are steadfast, because they trust in you.” Here’s what it means to do that, so you can experience peace in any ...
How Can We Know God Will Keep Us in Perfect Peace?
When Emily Feikls was diagnosed with hepatitis C, she was overcome with feelings of guilt and shame. Here is how she found inner peace and let go of those emotions.
How I Found Peace with My Hepatitis C Diagnosis
I should have learned this from the decades that I commuted up and down Interstate 79 from southern Braxton County to Charleston and back, but now it is like a ...
Betty Rivard: Where we find our hope
At 26, Sydney woman Linda Lee had it all - a six-figure salary, long-term partner and future career. But her world was shattered by a shock brain cancer diagnosis.
How young woman who was living her dream life lost her high-flying 100k-a-year job AND her long-term boyfriend after shock diagnosis at age 26
"It was one of the first songs we wrote during the quarantine," Katelyn Drye tells PEOPLE. "Honestly, we have seen the power of speaking things out before they happen" ...
Country Duo The Dryes Find a Song — and a Home! — in 'Whites Creek': 'We Have Roots Now'
The two-hour documentary gives an intimate look at Turner's life and career ... And I think she's really appreciating her time and finding peace at her home, and finding a lot of comfort in ...
Tina Turner's Documentary Directors on How the Legendary Performer Has 'Reclaimed Her Identity' (Exclusive)
Confidence means different things for different people, but when it comes to skincare it’s often about finding peace with how your skin looks every single day. Enter: Tula, a skincare brand that ...
5 Self-Love Advocates On How They Find Their Inner Confidence
The four-time Grand Slam title winner on the small things that bring her great joy, what self-care means to her, and finding her voice in quarantine.
Naomi Osaka On Finding Her Voice In Quarantine And Self-Care On And Off Of The Tennis Court
At a moment of unexpected synchronicity, I find myself writing on Earth Day about a pioneer in global consciousness who was best known as “World Citizen # 1.’” He was a former WWII bomber pilot who ...
The World is My Country: a Stunning New Film about World Citizen Garry Davis
By cooking with Jean in such a structured, quotidian way, I was able to stop time, a compelling state for an anxious mind like mine. I could finally slow down and ask her questions about the foods we ...
A Year of Cooking With My Mother
Throughout my childhood, I felt living in New York City was the equivalent of living in tangible magic. Everything you could possibly need or want was in New York City. I used to say that if you ...
Opinion: She once thought living in New York was magical. Now she calls moving to CT 'best decision of my life'
Rahmoni says moving forward, we should not wait for an opportunity do good, but we should create the opportunity to do so “Whether it's during this pandemic or during previous sad events that have ...
Life in the time of coronavirus: Finding opportunity to do good
Listening to artists’ emotions helped me realize and accept my own teenage feelings, leading me to reflect on my emotions from the past. Being a kid with an anxiety disorder who struggled to have ...
Sufjan Stevens, grief and finding peace through music
I have a hard time believing Kal, the gorgeous giant American Akita that Superman credits with changing his life could not negotiate world peace somehow. I didn't even know he existed until I did a ...
Henry Cavill's Giant Dog Is the Light of My Life (Please Don't Tell My Actual Dog)
Four decades after what Vietnam calls the American War, I see myself in this new book about the young women and girls who built roads and dug tunnels.
'On the Ho Chi Minh Trail' takes me back to my days fighting in the Vietnam War
Florida divers and science enthusiasts Derek Demeter and Henry Sadler were diving in the Peace River when they found a four-foot, 50 lb. mammoth bone. The pair have also unearthed megalodon teeth, ...
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